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ABSTRACT

The Covid-19 pandemic hit another grim milestone on as worldwide deaths from the disease exceeded 100,000. Many countries have enforced social distancing rules and even lockdowns in an effort to contain the spread of the virus. Malaysian Government, in almost daily bases proposed initiatives and efforts to uphold Malaysia social, economic and national stability. This article deliberates an analysis on social media sentiment index by topics mentions in Malaysian government. The Malaysian government Covid19 major initiative discuss within this article is the proposition to reopening selected business sectors during Movement Control Order (MCO). This analysis was conducted using Social Media Engagement Growth components such as likes, comments and shares. The social media platform mentions in this study include all mentions or discussion of the initiatives across all public social media, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Forums, and blogs.
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INTRODUCTION

The emergence of online social network has changed our traditional communication landscape and in the way we interact with each other. A major part of this change is the advent and evolution of online social networking media and sites on the Internet, which further lead to the formation of many virtual groups that communicate, share information, and even retain ongoing relationships. On-line social networking group chats, conversations and dialogue on Facebook, twitter, Instagram, WhatsApp, telegram and many more have become part of our daily life necessity. In short, these changes have brought a permanent change in the way we interact and socialize in daily basis.

Many studies (Zúñiga, Weeks & Ardèvol-Abreu, 2017; Bode, 2016; Pew, 2016; Garrett et al., 2012), has proven that online social network platform have provide its users the opportunities to be exposed to information, incidentally and through content shared by others in their social networks. According to Homero Gil de Zúñiga, Brian Weeks and Alberto Ardèvol-Abreu (2017), this type of information exposure have made users to hold a mistaken perception that they are being well-informed, for all the important updates about the subject matter will find them without their actively seeking it. Hence these type of online users further then makes instance conclusion and share their opinion actively online.

The Malaysians’ Perception Index (MPI) is a social sentiment measurement used to analyse and indicate online social media conversations. MPI focusses on the
organization, identification, and interpretation of sensory information in order to represent and understand the presented information or environment. This index is being introduce to allow an investigate to the perception acceptance among netizens, on online social media network platform in regards to Malaysian government initiatives and efforts in combating Covid-19.

**BACKGROUND STUDY: GOVERNMENT INITIATIVES DURING COVID 19 MCO**

In 18 March 2020, the 1st phase of Malaysia Movement Control Order or MCO was implemented throughout the country. In Malaysia, MCO works as a barricade sanitaire preventive measure of the federal government of Malaysia towards the coronavirus pandemic. With current situation, Malaysia Coronavirus record cases, namely 5,182; with number of deaths recorded, 84 people; and recovered record cases are 2,766 (MOH, 16 April, 2020), the 3rd phase (15 – 28 April 2020) of MCO is now being implemented.

![Infographic Malaysia Coronavirus record cases by MOH from](http://www.moh.gov.my/index.php/pages/view/2019-ncov-wuhan)
During the MCO from 18 March 2020 – 28 April 2020, Malaysian are prohibited of any form of mass movements and gatherings across the country including religious, sports, social and cultural activities. Meaning all houses of worship and business premises are closed, except for essential-industry and essential services such as supermarkets, public markets, grocery stores and convenience stores selling everyday necessities, also water, electricity, energy, telecommunications, postal, transportation, irrigation, oil, gas, fuel, lubricants, broadcasting, finance, banking, health, pharmacy, fire, prison, port, airport, safety, defence, cleaning, retail and food supply. Other closure includes all kindergartens, government and private schools, all public and private higher education institutions (IPTs) and skills training institutes nationwide. All travelling abroad are now being unauthorized. Meanwhile for those who have just returned from overseas, they are mandatory to undergo a health check and to do a quarantine (or self-quarantine) for 14 days. Plus, MCO in Malaysia practices a very restricted entry procedure to all tourists and foreign visitors.

It is believed that MCO action has contributed to the progress of the current, Malaysian fight against Covid-19. According to Malaysia Health Director-General Datuk Dr Noor Hisham Abdullah, Phase 3 of the MCO, is the most important phase of all, not just because it signifies that Malaysia is in the recovery phase, but because it will allow Malaysia to recover.

“If we succeed in doing so, it is possible for us to reduce the case, not only to flatten the curve but also to end the spread of the COVID-19 outbreak in the country,” (Malaysia Health Director-General Datuk Dr Noor Hisham Abdullah, Astro Awani, 2020)

In line to the MCO, the number of Malaysian social media users have showing sudden rapid escalation. Telekom Malaysia Berhad (TM) (The Star, April 3, 2020) said it is seeing more than a 30% increase in usage trending, and of this, the increase of international link traffic was 5%. Meanwhile, The Malaysian Reserve (Wednesday, April 15th, 2020) reported that the pressure on Internet infrastructure is currently being felt in countries facing high number of cases, including Malaysia, Italy, and Spain. Within the period of MCO in Malaysia, uses for the Internet by different industries including entertainment, education and shopping has shown a rapid escalation including in home-based entertainment, video conference and online communication. Similarly, due to the decreasing options personal face to face communication, people are beginning to share and expressing their thought, emotion
and idea online too. In 2017, 25.3 million people were accessing the internet in Malaysia and this figure is projected to grow to 29.4 million in 2023 (Statista, 2020 (a)). In 2023, it is estimated that there will be around 26.1 million social network users in the country, up from 22.7 million in 2017.

In 2011 a study done Daria J. Kuss and Mark D. Griffiths (2011) has shown that massive dependency on online social network leads to addictive behaviour and as a result, users may spend an increasing amount of time on these virtual sites without realizing the associated negative effects (Kuss & Griffiths, 2011 & 2017). In Malaysia, during MCO there's an alarming increasing number and percentage usage of online social network platform. According to Corporate News (the Star April 2020), there is a sequential traffic surged between 190% and 250% during the rolling seven-day period in the third week of March (MCO phase two) for online media platforms. This alarming progress worries many, for prior research in psychology discipline have contently suggests that online media networking addiction can distorts one’s perceptions (Thadani & Cheung, 2011).

Therefore, this study aims to investigate the perception acceptance among netizens, on online social media network platform - Social media user's perception; in regards to Malaysian government initiatives and efforts in combating Covid19. This study objective is to share the findings of netizen emotional perception, focuses on government initiatives to reopening selected business sectors during MCO.

**METHOD**

This is a study on the social media sentiment index by topics mentions in Malaysia Covid19 phenomena. The Malaysians’ Perception Index (MPI) is the social sentiment measurement used to analyze and indicate social media conversations. The measurement starts from 100% to 1% for positive, 0 for neutral and -1% to -100% for negative. The formula used in this analysis are:

\[
\frac{\text{the no. of positives} - \text{no. of negatives}}{\text{total no. of positives and negatives}} \times 100
\]

Hence, if more positive mentions establish than negative mentions, then the MPI (sentiment) will be positive.
Meanwhile, social media platform mentions in this study include all mentions or discussion of the topic across all public social media, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Forums, blogs, etc. This analysis was conducted on the 13 April 2020 with 373K mentions and 16 April 2020 with 510K mentions documented with focuses on government initiatives to reopening selected business sectors during MCO.

**MOVEMENT CONTROL ORDER ON SOCIAL AND LEGAL ASPECTS**

**I. DEVELOPMENT OF THE CASE IN MALAYSIA**

On 13 April 2020, Malaysia government through its Ministry of International Trade and Industry Ministry (MITI), has put forward an initiative to reopening selected business sectors during MCO. Within this initiatives, the Malaysia Minister of International Trade and Industry Ministry (MITI), YB Dato’ Seri Mohamed Azmin bin Ali, decision to allow several selector sectors such as barbershop to operate during MCO was rejected. 91% online social network users’ negative mentions highlights disagreement with the decision. Many online users claimed that this decision will undermine the main objective of the MCO and it will increase the risk of spreading the virus. In specific, netizens rejected the government’s decision to allow barbershop to operate as it is not part of the essential-industry. Furthermore, netizens criticized MITI for making a decision without proper discussion with Ministry of Health (MOH).

However, a small percentage of mentions agreed with the initiatives namely 9%, for it is believe that this initiative will stimulates Malaysian economy. Nonetheless, netizens complained about not being able to access MITI’s website to apply to reopen businesses.

Within 373K mentions in 13 April 2020; 33,570 (9%) positive mentions and 339,430 (91%) negative mentions. Hence, since more negative
mentions establish within this topic than positive mentions, then the MPI (sentiment) is negative, namely -82%.

On the 16 April 2020, during the online live telecast of the initiatives clarification Press conference made by the Malaysia Minister of International Trade and Industry Ministry (MITI), YB Dato' Seri Mohamed Azmin bin Ali, three main online mediums were used namely 1) Harian Metro\(^1\) (online Live) with 522K viewers, 2) Berita Harian\(^2\) (online live), with 523K viewers and 3) MITI Ministers Facebook (online live), 2.3K viewers.

Data shows that during the online live telecast of the initiatives clarification Press conference made by the Malaysia Minister of International Trade and Industry Ministry (MITI), YB Dato’ Seri Mohamed Azmin bin Ali, an accumulation of 15,316K likes from the total of 1,047,300M views which is equivalence to only 1.4% likes of the views. Meanwhile an accumulation of 2,065K shares from the total of 1,047,300M views which is equivalence to only 0.2% shares of the views.

The key insight on the social media engagement growth shows positive praises upon YB Dato’ Seri Azmin Ali for addressing concerns about MITI allowing some sectors to resume operations during MCO. Others supported the decision as it is important to sustain Malaysia’s economic plans. And on the neutral part, there’s inquiries on the status of their personal sector (owner of businesses and company) to operate and the details of Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) with the Covid-19 testing and sanitisation.

---

\(^1\) Harian Metro online live is a live streaming videos and television news which are provided via streaming television or via streaming media by Harian Metro news networks which own by the New Straits Times Press (M) Bhd. as part of Media Prima Group.

\(^2\) Berita Harian (BH) online live BH is a Malay-languaged daily newspaper published in Malaysia owned by the New Straits Times Press. It was first published on 1 July 1957 as the first mainstream newspaper in Malaysia.
Conversely, many condemned and blamed MITI for the high traffic during the start of MCO Phase 3 (which starts on the 15 April 2020 – a day after the announcement of the reopening selected business sectors during MCO) recently. Netizen expressed their concerns that the reopening of certain sector industries will fail the MCO goals. Hence many netizens were disappointed that MITI’s decision was not consistent with the Ministry of Health; emphasizing that the MCO Phase 3 is crucial to mitigate the epidemic. Below are some of the responses recorded.

**Should wait for Covid to be under control, only then allow businesses to start. Every day we found more than a hundred new cases it is not wise to allow business to open now.**

(Respond Harian Metro Online: Syafiqah Azman)

**Why not help the efforts to prevent the corona virus from spreading ... everyone wants to operate now... government's**
efforts with MCO will be a loss (Respond Berita Harian Online: Mazlina Sam).

The netizens sarcastically questioned the supervision enforcement for the industry, highlighting that many companies failed to follow the current legislation especially those with illegal immigrant’s workers. Others also demanded stricter punishment to businesses and companies that fail to follow the regulations set by MITI. In addition, they claim that staff screening would consume time and that the Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) would allow the government to take advantage of the Covid-19 testers and applicants.

All and all, netizens expressed their concerned about the effectiveness of procedures requested by MITI. With positive sentiment of only 7% and negative sentiment 93%, the Malaysians’ Perception Index (MPI) within the social sentiment measurement used to analyze and indicate social media conversations on the reopening selected business sectors initiatives during MCO is negative - 86%.

With reference to all responds, criticisms, and concern, MITI has run more press conferences with the intention to clarifies the situation and enrich their SOP explanation to Malaysia through more online social network live telecast.

II. SOCIAL AND LEGAL ASPECTS: CASE OF INDONESIA

Since Covid-19 cases have increased in Indonesia, various social and economic problems have emerged in society. It is undeniable that Covid-19 has almost paralyzed the socio-economic conditions of the Indonesian people, especially in some areas with the highest distribution rates such as Jabodetabek. As of April 1, 2020, the total number of positive patients for Covid-19 in Indonesia has reached 1,677 people. Of the 1,677 positive cases of Covid-19, 1,417 patients are currently undergoing treatment and 103 patients have successfully recovered from Covid-19 (Tirto, 1 April 2020). Meanwhile, Indonesian citizens abroad have also been affected by Corona with a total of 133 Indonesian citizens who were positively infected with Covid-19 (Tirto, March 31, 2020).

As a result of the Corona case, the Indonesian government began to carry out various policies such as issuing social distancing calls, issuing appeals for Work From Home for employees, imposing territorial restrictions, building special hospitals for handling Covid-19, and others. With the existence of this government policy and the increasingly precarious situation, of course it will have an impact on society, both the
middle to lower class and the elite. Various socio-economic problems arise and the impact is immediately felt by the community.

The social problem itself is a mismatch between elements of culture or society that endangers the life of the social group or hinders the fulfillment of the basic desires of the members of the social group, causing social ties to be lame (Soekanto, 2013). Social problems arise from deficiencies in humans or social groups that originate from economic, biological, biopsychological, and cultural factors. Increasingly, the socio-economic problems caused by Covid-19 are increasingly visible to the community. Some of the socio-economic problems that have occurred due to Covid-19 as emphasized by Alifa (2020), include:

First, Scarcity of goods, that since the number of Covid-19 victims continues to increase in Indonesia, several items have become scarce on the market. Not only rare, but these items were sold many times their original price before the Corona case in Indonesia. Some items that are becoming scarce include masks, hand sanitizers, disinfectants, and PPE. These goods are now being sold at a much higher price than their original price. This is in accordance with the law of economics where when demand increases but goods are getting low, the price will increase. Even people with middle and upper economic conditions have a tendency to buy up these goods so that there is an accumulation of goods but for the middle to lower class people they cannot get them.

Not only for personal protective equipment, people also flock to buy basic necessities in large quantities, along with the issue of lockdown in Indonesia. Hoarding of goods as a result of something emergency is called panic buying. Executive Director of the Institute for Development of Economics and Finance (INDEF) Enny Sri Hartanti said that panic buying behavior is caused by psychological factors due to imperfect or comprehensive information received by the public (Tirto, March 25, 2020). The lack of this information caused the public to panic, so they responded by spending massively in an effort to save themselves. The public’s concern is that they are worried that prices will rise if they do not shop immediately and worry that goods will run out soon.

Second, Social disorganization and dysfunction, that if we look at the news circulating lately, there are interesting social facts that occur in society. This interesting fact is the existence of prejudice and discrimination against Covid-19 victims. This prejudice and discrimination is caused by people's fear of uncertain situations due to the spread of the Corona virus. This can be seen clearly from the attitude of the community who keeps their distance when interacting with others, avoids shaking hands, avoids gatherings, and so on. This attitude of society originates
from prejudice which leads to discriminatory attitudes. This prejudice and discrimination is a manifestation and social disorganization (Syaifudin, 2020).

Third, Criminal Actions which it is feared that the Covid-19 problem will have an impact on an increase in criminal activity. The criminal acts committed can be various, such as theft of personal protective equipment which is currently scarce, making fake hand sanitizers or disinfectants that actually endanger health, fraud in the price of basic goods, and others. One example is the case of a civil servant in Cianjur who was caught stealing 20,000 masks (Kompas, 26 March 2020). Other larger crimes such as robbery, murder, looting, might have occurred if the situation got out of hand.

CONCLUSION

Malaysia in going through a rough road into the future. In fact, all over the world, everyone is facing tough time ahead. Due to the current circumstances, Malaysian online social networks tools have become the most popular method for netizen to communicate with each other, especially while dealing with MCO and pandemic war. According to statistic, as of January 2020, about 81 percent of the Malaysian population are active social media users (Statista, 2020 (b)). Many Malaysian turn to social networks for relevant information, to communicate, to work, to learn, to express our emotion even our frustration and currently we as a society are practically living in a virtual life on social media beside our real lives at home.

As a multicultural and multi religion country, it is also important for the netizen to be provided with information and FAQs about government initiatives and its impact to all level of group beneficiaries in many languages on all media channels for reference and people’s guidance. But most importantly, Malaysian must be guarded against all form of SMS texting, WhatsApp messaging and its links received on all form of government assistance initiatives to prevent fraud by a scammer.

But predominantly, online social network users aka netizen, must practice self-constrain (Bermúdez, 2016). We must exercise smart and humble usage of words. Control emotion while expressing one feeling and frustration online. Take some time to review our postings and consider whether all the things we posted were necessary. We can also determine how much time we spend by tracking your usage. Take a break from your social media for time to time and assess how you feel.
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